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Urban Strategy

 On the scale of the city – A new (water) line

We propose to extend the green and blue structure by making a natural pedestri-
an line running from the fjords past Strandveikaia along the Nidelva. Connecting 
Midtbyen to the fjords and the new urbanity of Nyhavna. Encouraging citizens to 
explore Nyhavna and the surroundings.

 
On the scale of Nyhavna

Lowered Road

The Masterplan prescribes the Maim road to Lade to be extended to four lanes. 
We propose to lower the road locally to prevent it working as a barrier. A two-
way bicycle path is introduced and a pedestrian walkway is running across the 
National Beer Center, which becomes the new touristic attraction.

 
On the scale of Strandveikaia

The Masterplan prescribes a pedestrian walkway along the water. At the new 
site we propose to occasionally push this route inwards to provide shelter from 
the (somertimes) extreme weather/winter conditions and exposure towards the 
ocean. This strategy also allows for an audience for the creative actors in the 
existing buildings. The coiling route becomes the exiting public route of Strand-
veikaia providing different perspectives and conditions in space and character. It 
connects the existing buildings with the new blocks and the water.

 
Closed building blocks with courtyards

Analyzing Nyhavna led to the conclusion that there is a lack of density and struc-
ture. To make new urbanity we want to increase density and add structure to 
Strandveikaia. The scale of the new addition should mediate between the small 
scale individual houses of the nearby villages and the harbor lodges.

 
We choose the typology of the closed building block, a frequently appearing 
typology in Trondheim. The typology allows for a clear distinction between the 
public and the sheltered communal space. 

 
The new building blocks are placed in line with existing buildings so that sight-
lines towards the water remain.

 
Water attractions

We want Strandveikaia to fully embrace the water. Therefor we make different 
public attractions along the water. We make floating gardens, the prescribed 
bridge across the water, a platform with terrace, a performance area with seat-
ings and a swimming pool. And we make a bay for landing boats.

 
Norwegian canal house revised

The PVE allowed for a landfill, but instead we propose a building block that starts 
on the land and hangs over the water, and is supported by the typical wood-
en poles you find at the typical wooden Norwegian canal houses. We provide 
communal space looking over the ocean. The public route can still look trough te 
blocks to the water.

 
Existing buildings

 
We restore the heritage of the former WW2 buildings, renovating and literally 
opening up the facades. Ground floors should have public functions as exposi-
tion, atelier or shop and provide a platform for the current creative actors. They 
should remain the main users of these buildings.  Accordingly to the new func-
tions alterations should be made.

 
Housing for everyone

 
The closed building block provides space for communities. This idea is streng-
htened by making the ground floor communal - work - shops or senior housing. 
Inhabitants can commonly choose functions for these spaces. Dwellings starts 
from the first floor and up. All houses can be reached by communal stair cases 
running from the court yard. A standard apartment is 100 m2, but is easy to 
alter. The top floors are two stores with a roof top.

Challenge

Strandveikaia as it is now is a rough place full of potential. Sturdy buildings 
are scattered over a plot next to a substantial bay. Trondheim is growing 
fast and needs new urbanity to meet its demands. How can Strandveikaia 
be transformed in this new urbanity? What does it need to exploit its po-
tential?

 

Objectives

We have been searching for a solution that would both keep the spirit of 
the harbour alive and at the same time provide protective housing that 
embraces the qualities of the water.

The main goal is to transform Strandveikaia into a ‘New Water City’. To add 
a new layer to this part of the city that gives shelter from the rough ocean 
on the one hand and provides a vast and open space at the water on the 
other hand. A layer that provides both public space and communal space 
at the water. A layer that gives new meaning to the existing heritage WW2 
building and encourages sustainability and new forms of cooperation. A 
layer that makes new urbanity.

Isometric view of the Strandveikaia site with 
The New Water Line meandering trough 
Strandveikaia. In the sections you can see the 
changing 
spatial perception, the view to the water and 
the relation between the exisitng buildings and 
the new blocks.

Current bay line

The new Water Line

Buildings to be preserved

Introduced Structure coming fromn views to the water 

The new closed blocks

The meandering public route

Birds eye view from the West

New bay line 
with water at-
tractions
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Ground Floor
Scale 1:600

Looking from the platform to the staiirs where you can sit and watch performances or enjoy the view. To the left is the cafe and restaurant as part of the hotel at block 2. Further to the left the covered Food Court can be seen. And at the end the National Beer Center and the bridge 
over the road.

Front view of the New Water City.

1. Floating gardens
2. Performance platform 
3. Landing place boats
4. Bridge 
5. Spanish Stairs
4. the National Beer Centre

5. atelier space
6. presentation room
7. food market
8. kindergarten
9. Restaurant
10. Hotel Lobby
11. Shop
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TRONDHEIM
A CONNECTIVE PATH

N

Scale 1:500

B3

102
+1 Kindergarten

100
+1 Work space creative actora

98 A
+1 Exhibition Space

96 A
+1 Sound studio’s

96 A
+2 Sound studio’s

View in communal courtyard of Block 3. Communal space looking over the water. View over public route looking under Strandveikaia 96. On the right the new housing blocks with public functions. At the end of the street the food court can 
be seen.

+1 Housing for starters

Birdseye view over the New Water City. From this perspective the blocks floating over the water and the water in the courtyards can be clearly seen.

+2 Appartments 2 floors

+3 Appartments 2 floors
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